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IMAGINE
SYNOPSIS
Young students huddle together on a bench in the glaring sun, clutching their white canes,
listening for the signs that can let them put together the puzzle of their existence – they are
the blind children and young adults of a world-renowned specialized Lisbon clinic. Ian, their
new spatial orientation instructor, wants to leave traditional boundaries behind and help them
explore their surroundings without feeling vulnerable or frightened. Through unconventional
means, he aims to stimulate their curiosity and imaginations.
Ian quickly wins their trust, prompting him to attempt challenges with a greater element of
risk. His two most eager students are the adults Eva and Serrano, who experience an adrenaline surge when they leave their safe, quiet clinic for the streets of the busy metropolis. But
while Eva boldly leaves her cane behind and tries to mask her blindness, enjoying a flirt in
a café, Serrano has doubts that Ian is being truthful. Is the image of the world that Ian is
conveying to his students real?

THE DIRECTOR
Andrzej Jakimowski, was born in Warsaw in 1963. He studied philosophy at Warsaw University and film directing at the Krzysztof Kieslowski Katowice Film School. His debut feature
SQUINT YOUR EYES (2003) won the Main Prize at San Francisco IFF in 2004; the Main Prize
at Sochi IFF in 2004; FIPRESCI special mention at Mannheim-Heidelberg IF in 2002. SQUINT
YOUR EYES also received four Polish Academy Awards - the Golden Eagles in 2004 for Best
Picture, Best Director, Best Screenplay and Best Actor. Jakimowski’s second feature film
TRICKS (2007) won over 30 prizes at international film festivals and was the Polish Oscar
entry in 2009.
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